Abstract-A small world search agent employing peer-to-peer (P2P) concepts borrowed from sociology is employed for performing image retrievals in a small world distributed media index. The Small World Indexing Method (SWIM) allows for a highly networked architecture where index information does not exist as a separate entity on a specific server, but rather is stored within the actual media objects themselves. Since each media object is only responsible for a small portion of the overall index, the loss of portions of the overall network (data objects) accounts for only a small degradation in the overall retrieval performance. Building upon previous work, the graceful degradation which is provided by the SWIM system is addressed here for retrievals which are performed using small world user agents on a large set of MPEG-7 described images.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I
N the last five years, media indexing has fulfilled many of the dreams and concepts which were originally envisioned by the developers of IBM's QBIC [1] . The MPEG-7 standard is only one of these huge steps which has unified content-based indexing and brought previously disparate systems closer together by outlining specific rules for performing media description. At the same time, however, content-based indexing has also ventured into unforseen areas, more specifically that of distributed computing. Both the COMPASS [2] and DISCOVIR [3] systems have addressed this issue with some success using de-centralized and peer-to-peer concepts related to distributed computing initiatives like CHORD [4] . The great advantage of using distributed approaches to performing any computing task lies in the fact that distributed systems exhibit a graceful degradation in system performance as components experience failure at varying levels. This is to say that unlike centralized approaches, failure of one component does not result in a complete system failure. Rather, under a distributed paradigm, when a component fails, the overall system remains functional, but only partially so. Partial decreases in system performance are imperative in Manuscript received March 8, 2005 ; revised October 9, 2005. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Prof. many computing situations where a service is provided. Since a system-wide failure means lack of service, and thus lack of income, a degraded system results in slightly worse or partial service, and thus a reduction in revenue. This results in a higher level of survivability for the overall system, but comes at the cost of increased overhead and complexity. The fault-tolerance investigation presented in this paper employs Small World thoery to create a Small World Indexing Mine (SWIM) [5] along with an image database processed using standard MPEG-7 descriptors. This paper's organization is as follows. Section II outlines the underlying theory of the SWIM system and provides an explanation of its background, development and overall function. Following this, the retrieval agent used in the SWIM environment is discussed and then Section III explains the experiments performed and the results achieved which illustrate the system's graceful performance degradation. The paper then concludes with summarizing closing statements.
II. SMALL WORLDS AND SMALL WORLD INDEXING
Early studies on the sociological phenomenon known as the "small world" effect were performed by Pool and Kochen [6] , yet it was Milgram who first put social acquaintance network theory into action and arrived at the conclusion that the typical number of hops or degrees of separation between any two people was approximately equal to six [7] . Often referred to as the "six degrees of separation" phenomenon, the Small World Effect has become so well-known that it was also popularized in the 1990s by a play [8] , and even by a game known as "The Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon" [9] , [10] . Various studies have shown that the World Wide Web (WWW) also demonstrates Small World characteristics [11] - [13] . With over 2 billion pages, it is extremely interesting that the WWW only has an average diameter from between 16 and 20 [14] , meaning that assuming knowledge of an ideal path, almost any webpage can be reached from nearly any other with an average of seventeen clicks of the mouse. Thus, despite the seemingly chaotic and unregulated growth of the web, there does exist some form of self-organization resulting from the way in which webpages (or alternatively URLs) hyperlink to each other. This self-organization arises from the linking of webpages sharing similar subject matter (as is the case with web communities) via extremely large referral and news sites such as Google, Yahoo, BBCNews, and CNN, or by random connections such as "sites of the day." Shown in Fig. 1(a) is a possible hyperlinking topology consisting of ten webpages for members of a university research lab. An interesting news item (A) featuring a specific university provides a link to the school in question (B). The university, then may subsequently provide a link to a specific research lab (C). Consisting of a number of professors and students, the page from the research lab points to its members (D,E,F) who in turn have personal pages pointing to each other, topics of interest, relatives (G,H,I,J) etc. This (albeit simplified) topology illustrates the complex set of relationships which connect URLs according to content in a fashion mirroring social acquaintance networks which may connect people according to shared or similar interests. Notwithstanding, in a sociological context, shared interests are bidirectional, meaning that if one person is connected to an acquaintance because of a common interest, then the reverse is also true. This is not the case for the WWW, where directed links to related URLs do not require target URLs to point back to their referrers.
The asymmetric nature of these links has some important implications, the most obvious of which is the fact that a path between any two given URLs is not necessarily (and usually not at all) bidirectional [15] . Secondly, the distinction which needs to be made between links that are incident to and incident from specific webpages leads to difficulties in creating a generalized framework for effectively modeling the World Wide Web's behavior without treating incoming and outgoing edges separately. This implies a network characterization which necessarily decouples incoming and outgoing degree distributions [16] .
From a more scientific perspective, however, the Small World problem was recently analyzed and modeled by Watts and Strogatz [17] , leading to a refuelling of interest in these topics. In this section, a brief outline of small world theory will be discussed along with some specifics on the inner workings of small world distributed indexes. 
A. Small World Models
Deeply steeped in graph theory, the concepts behind social network analysis and small worlds, are most simply represented in the form of graphs. A one-dimensional 1-lattice as shown in Fig. 2(a) is required for the small world model considered here. Such an undirected graph is an -node network where edges only exist between nearest neighbors. This topology is highly regular, unlike the Erdös-Rényí random graph of Fig. 2(b) where any two vertices and may be connected with probability [18] . The Newman-Watts small world model [19] combines the aforementioned lattice topology with a random graph to represent a small world network. The necessity for such models stems from the fact that random graphs are sometimes limited in their applicability to the real world. This is because unlike random graphs, real world networks do not always follow Poisson node degree distributions [20] , and also because discrepancies exist between the clustering coefficients of random graph models and real measurements [21] .
B. SWIM
The small world paradigm is employed here to perform distributed indexing of MPEG-7 data through the local storing of peer node description data. The MPEG-7 descriptions employed here is the color structure descriptor [22] because of its fixed size and convenience, but this choice is ultimately a matter of choice depending on the particular application or feature that needs to be considered. The Small World Image Miner (SWIM) creates a directed small world network of images which are connected according to MPEG-7 descriptor similarities. The SWIM system attempts to mimic the way humans perform referrals and introductions between acquaintances by having each image in the SWIM network store the descriptions of its most similar peers. This is similar to how humans retain descriptions about the members of their acquaintance network which enables them to intelligently act as proxies and make introductions between their respective unrelated acquaintance according to their perceived characteristics, interests and/or traits. Under this small world concept, images must become active elements within the index, storing descriptor data about their most similar peers as well as constantly interacting with new images and search agents by performing distance calculations and acting as referrers to new or more similar nodes. In addition to specifically addressing multimedia indexing, this system is different than the distributed approach used by CHORD [4] as no hash function is used for distributing and locating data, and searches are performed using a decision-based agent according to local node data descriptions. Although it exhibits some similarity to the DISCOVIR system [3] , SWIM permits multiple levels of MPEG-7 descriptor data, locally stores descriptor data at every node, and promotes searching through the exclusive use of directed links. In addition, unlike DISCOVIR, each peer in the SWIM framework is permitted to have its own distinct set of peer connections, and is not limited by peer connections that are dictated by its host computer. Lastly, and most importantly, it is critical to remember that in the SWIM model, the index becomes completely distributed throughout the actual media objects which it indexes. This results in a complete re-evaluation of the concept of an index acting as a representative of a group of images; in the SWIM model, the index and the data it represents merge and become one.
SWIM networks function under a model that very closely resembles that proposed by Newman and Watts, but with some fundamental assumptions and modifications. First, a network with nodes is initially assumed. Secondly, all connections within the SWIM network are directed in nature in a fashion resembling the structure of the WWW. This is in contrast to the models in [17] and [19] which exclusively use undirected edges. Specifically, the SWIM system uses an underlying directed -lattice together with a directed pseudo-random graph 1 in an -node network. In order to avoid incorrectly referring to this graph as "random", it is called a Similarity Graph, and denoted as . The term pseudo-random is employed here because unlike the Newman-Watts model, the SWIM network does not establish random connections between nodes according to a set probability value . Instead, connections are established according to a particular external distance measure operating on data stored locally by each node, and obtained via descriptor . The distance measure refers to a function which is used to calculate the error between two sets of data. As mentioned, these data sets are generated by applying a descriptor to a vertex in order to extract node-specific information. Here, for a particular descriptor, these data sets take the form of a description vector . Thus, for two vertices and which are described by the vectors and obtained using descriptor , the distance (error) between them is denoted as . Many different descriptions can be generated yet the most straightforward is a descriptor which generates the -coordinates of each vertex; a two-dimensional description vector. The edges shown therein could then be established by calculating all the Euclidean distances between all descriptions, and only making connections between vertices with the smallest distances between them (i.e., the vertices with similar spatial position on the 2-D plane).
Using conventional graph notation, a similarity graph for a given distance measure and descriptor , can be expressed with a vertex and edge set pair as: (1) where denotes the set of vertices and the edge set is dependent on the number of Small World peers , the particular descriptor , and the distance measure employed. In contrast to , the directed -lattice ring component of the SWIM model creates connections by joining nodes to their successors with a periodic boundary condition. Since these directed connections are established independently of distance measure and descriptor, they create a weak graph (i.e., not based on similarity) which is denoted , and is defined using (2) and (3) (2) (3) where and . Fig. 3 (a) and (b), respectively, illustrate a typical SWIM network's similarity and weak graphs for a given distance measure and descriptor where , , and , while Fig. 3 (c) shows their union in forming an overall SWIM network. When viewing these graphs, the highly regular structure of is immediately apparent, while the connections contained in seem almost random (which is why the term pseudo-random is employed).
It is important to note here that a given similarity graph is associated with a specific descriptor and distance measure. The use of a different descriptor for describing the data represented by the network nodes produces a different similarity graph. Furthermore, the use of a different distance measure also results in a different . By comparison, the weak graph is neither dependent on the distance measure employed or the descriptor chosen for describing the node data. Instead, is only dependent on the order in which nodes are introduced into the network, and as additional description and distance measure layers are incorporated into the system, it remains fixed for a given value of the lattice parameter .
Furthermore, because of "cliquish" node behavior observable for particular combinations of and , it is often possible that a resulting similarity graph can become fragmented, resulting in pairs of vertices which cannot be connected via a finite path . This is where the importance of the weak graph becomes evident, as it creates a ring containing the absolute minimum number of edges for guaranteeing that the graph is not disconnected in any way. Had these graphs been mapped onto the space defined by the descriptor as opposed to a simple arrangement on the Cartesian plane, the resulting topologies would have exhibited high localization of connected entities for the similarity graph , while depicting seemingly random connections between elements in . Still, despite the improvement in the depiction of node clustering that would result for the (relatively more important) similarity graph, the space emphasizing the regularity of is preferred. This choice is made due to the difficulty that is associated with depicting the relative positions of vertices in descriptor spaces with dimensionalities greater than two.
In both the Watts-Strogatz and Newman-Watts Small World models, random graph edges are used as shortcuts between nodes to bridge vertices in localities of an underlying lattice structure. These models can be interpreted using the concepts of a similarity graph and a weak graph where a node's description ( ) is simply its Cartesian coordinates, and the distance measure ( ) employed is the Euclidean distance. Taking the Newman-Watts model which adds random links between nodes to the underlying lattice as an example, the underlying lattice acts as the model's similarity graph where the edge set and (4) for all , and where duplicate edges are ignored. In (4), each vertex has associated with it a set of edges which are incident upon it and connect it to peers. Thus, is equivalent to the lattice parameter . The edges in the equivalent weak graph for the Newman-Watts model would be randomly generated according to a probability . Now, the parallel between the NW-model and the SWIM model can be seen. In the NW-model, the underlying lattice is used to spatially connect proximal vertices, while the added random graph component acts to provide shortcuts between vertex groupings. In contrast, the SWIM model employs an -peer-per-vertex similarity graph to connect vertices exhibiting high similarity according to a given descriptor-distance measure combination. In addition to ensuring connectedness between vertices, the weak graph of the SWIM model serves to provide shortcuts. These shortcuts are pivotal for vertex neighborhoods since they provide highly clustered cliques of nodes access to other, unrelated clusters that are also tightly knit in their own rights. As explained in both [23] and [24] , the strength of these weak ties plays a critical role in the structure of social networks and Small World theory since it enables the members of a particular social group to have access to members of another.
Continuing, a generalized SWIM graph can now be formalized by combining the expressions of (1) and (2) as (5) Fig. 4 illustrates the above equation, where consists of the singular weak graph for a fixed value of , along with the set which represents multiple layers of distinct similarity graphs. Since some distance measures are not always applicable or admissible for specific descriptors (i.e., it is invalid to apply a Euclidean distance to a non-Euclidean space) [25] , [26] , the number of distance measures used for a particular descriptor can vary. This consequently results in differences in the size of each set of similarity graphs . With the knowledge that can consist of many layers of different similarity graphs, the stacked structure for the overall graph topology can be visualized. Fig. 5 illustrates an example of a particular realization of using the values , and , and distinct descriptors and each respectively employing one and two distance measures.
For a clearer understanding, the sociological standpoint can be taken in order to illustrate the function of the SWIM. Specifically, the Small World Indexing Model mirrors the way people retain knowledge about their own particular circle of friends and acquaintances. Usually, two people are friends or acquaintances due to some common bond. This bond may be related to a common friend or occupation, a shared interest, similar tastes, etc. Every person mentally keeps track of their own descriptions of how or who their friends and contacts are, partially according to these descriptions. These descriptions of specific peers which are retained by every member of a social network form the basis of the SWIM framework. A simplistic scenario is shown in Fig. 6 , which illustrates a stranger being introduced to one of a group of three friends. In (a), Rita is introduced to Tom, and they find that they do not share common features (color and shape). As shown in (b), Tom thus refers Rita to his friends Mary and John, whom he knows share something in common with her (shape and color respectively). Making the jump from human social networks to images is not very difficult at this point, since images can be related to each other using image-specific features and descriptions. As long as the images are made into SWIM nodes, they can actively and intelligently interact with each other to dynamically create a SWIM network. It is the mapping of this social networking behavior of performing referrals based on a standardized set of descriptions that allows nodes within a SWIM network are able to actively find other nodes sharing similar characteristics.
C. SWIM Nodes
For a given similarity graph within a SWIM network, each node must locally store descriptor data about itself, as well as the actual data of the object which it represents. More importantly, however, each node must also keep track of the descriptions for its peers in . This retention of peer information necessitates that each node become a much larger entity which can store a range of descriptions both about itself and its peers, as well as store link information for enabling the peer referral behavior discussed previously. The compartmentalized nature of each SWIM node is illustrated in Fig. 7 which depicts multiple descriptor layers.
As shown in Fig. 7 , each SWIMage consists of a top-level interfacing element which provides interaction between other SWIM network elements. In addition, multiple description layers which store self and peer MPEG-7 descriptor data can be seen. Similar to the Newman-Watts model [19] , a SWIM network consists of a regular lattice merged with what seems like a random graph. Each SWIM network layer establishes directed nearest-neighbor links (friends) between vertices using an external distance measure in the creation of its Similarity Graph,
. A single, directed weak link between successive nodes is used to generate the Weak Graph, . These two components are illustrated in Fig. 8(a) and (b) .
D. Incremental SWIM Graph Growth
It is neither realistic nor practical to assume that all nodes of interest are available for an a-priori analysis in creating a steady-state small-world network. On the contrary, no assumptions can be made about the data represented by each SWIM node. Moreover, because truly distributed systems by definition require a decentralized approach for all aspects of system operation, the control involved within a Small World indexing framework for facilitating the incorporation of new index elements must also be decentralized in nature. To this end, an incremental SWIM graph growth algorithm is employed where new nodes enter the SWIM network via an insertion point determined by a seeding agent. As illustrated in Fig. 9 , this seeding agent also acts to ensure connectivity in the SWIM network by appropriately incorporating them into the underlying weak graph (lattice). The seeding agent achieves this by keeping track of the and the node to which it weakly links . These particular nodes are tracked for the following reasons: the youngest node in the network is needed in order to properly keep track of maximum number of nodes in the network (assuming no deletions) and the most recently established node along with the node which points to it are used for inserting the new node into the SWIM network to maintain connectivity. This places upon the youngest network elements the onus of having to initially deal with new incoming nodes.
Upon being issued an insertion point (i.e., the youngest established network element) a newly incorporated node is subsequently provided with a continuous stream of new peer referrals before finding a "steady-state" within the Small World. This steady-state can be defined as the point at which no longer has any unexplored nodes left to visit (i.e., it has exhaustively, visited all network elements in the Small World) or when has visited a predefined threshold number of nodes . Beyond this point, the node is referred to as established, meaning that it has traversed enough peers in the network to effectively act as a primary referrer for future incoming nodes as well as to sufficiently randomize the initial starting clique of vertices responsible for directing future nodes to their respective self-similar peer set.
The algorithm for inserting new nodes is best explained through the use of a concrete example consisting of a single descriptor, a single distance measure, and a small number of vertices. Table I provides a set of randomly generated vertex-vertex distances used for the example shown in Fig. 10 involving a SWIM network having , and . The ultimate goal is the incorporation of the new node into the SWIM network by having it visit all nodes in the network and ultimately determine its peer set . Node begins by querying the seeding agent which provides an initial introduction into the system [ Fig. 10(a) ]. The seeding agent first instructs to replace its weak link to with , and then instructs to weakly link with and contact for subsequent node referrals (this represents the initial introduction into the SWIM network where is assumed to be "established"). This gives the new vertex a position inside the weak graph , and knowledge about node . In Fig. 10(b) , occupies a vertex position within the weak graph and has knowledge about , while in (c) establishes its first nonnull peer and is also informed of 's peer nodes ( and 2 ). More importantly, node updates its peer set by eliminating its existing link to and replacing it with a link to . Node continues by this process of visiting queued up nodes and obtaining additional peer information. The final state of the incremental growth algorithm example is shown in Fig. 10(e) where has no more queued nodes left to visit.
The example is also very illustrative of the very important fact that only newly introduced vertices actively traverse the existing SWIM network to enable the updating of peer links. Old nodes, however, are not required to perform this task, and as shown in the example, new nodes actively find them through peer referrals while attempting to incorporate themselves into the network. The SWIM nodes, can thus exist on completely independent hosts which facilitate these referrals by merely providing network access and resources.
E. SWIM Retrieval Agent Search Algorithm
Queries made to the SWIM index are achieved with a user agent-based retrieval scheme. This technique functions in a manner that is similar to the incremental SWIM graph growth algorithm outlined in the preceding subsection, as it uses referrals from existing SWIM nodes in order to direct itself to nodes exhibiting higher similarity to query criteria. Mirroring the process of self-organization of SWIM nodes through peer referrals, SWIM agents are inserted into the small world network at particular nodes (images) and hop from image to image through SWIM node referrals. Performed locally by the agent itself, these referrals which direct the agent to successive nodes are determined by comparing query data with each visited node's descriptions, and updating a running list of most attractive nodes to be visited.
To illustrate the algorithm, the simple SWIM network of Fig. 11(a)-(d) is provided. Therein, four SWIM nodes are interconnected according to the distance/incidence matrix shown in Table II , where for simplicity, and only a single descriptor is employed.
In Fig. 11 , the agent begins by being inserted into the SWIM network at a seed node . The agent then measures the distance between its query data and the description data of node . Since is the first node visited by the agent, both a pointer (link) to and its descriptor distance are stored in the agent's retrieval link . After is marked as already visited, the agent obtains node 's peer information in knowledge of (weak peer) and . These agents are inserted into a target queue (i.e., nodes to visit) according to their descriptor distance to the agent. The agent then proceeds to hop to the next most similar node in its target queue [ Fig. 11(b) ]. This process continues until the agent has no nodes left to visit.
III. RETRIEVAL RESILIENCY
Each image exists as its own entity in the SWIM network, and as explained, maintains links to peer nodes, performs referrals and actively participates in facilitating growth and search within the SWIM index. Yet, each SWIM node must somehow reside on a computer system which hosts it.
Each SWIM node behaves as its own client and server within the peer-to-peer SWIM network, residing on its host computer, which at the same time may host any number of other SWIM nodes as well. So, the actual physical location of SWIM nodes can be very different, and thus, they do not necessarily have to exist on one computer system. Unlike conventional, centralized indexes which are simply collections of data describing a large storehouse of sedentary images, the SWIM paradigm empowers images by allowing them to become active entities in highly networked environments. Each SWIM node exists as its own entity, as its own agent, and as a member of a large network of other similar entities which through their interactions, form a self-organized small world.
A number of experiments can be performed into order to measure system capabilities but because of the fact that the Small World Indexing Model follows a distributed paradigm, it is very important that the benefits of distributed computing be demonstrated here. The key characteristic which we want to address is that of fault tolerance in terms of graceful system performance degradation in the presence of component failure. In the case of a centralized index, problems associated with any single component can result in a system-wide failure, rendering the entire index inaccessible. It is demonstrated that the failure of both individual SWIM nodes and links to SWIM nodes result in a graceful decay of overall system performance. This ability of the SWIM index to deteriorate slowly in light of component failure is beneficial in a modern ubiquitously networked environment where the extremely high number of potential global users accessing a database means that any system downtime can translate to a loss in revenue.
A. Experimental Results
In performing a resiliency analysis, an image database consisting of 4281 general images was employed. A SWIM network using the Color Structure descriptor with the number of peers equal to four was generated, and then both links and nodes were randomly removed from the network before proceeding with searches. In addition, a Euclidean distance was used for performing similarity calculations between image descriptions. For the removal of single links, a uniform random variable was employed. A uniform random variable was also used in the removal of SWIM nodes from the overall topology. This was achieved through the nullification of all connections incident to and incident from a deleted node (thus making it unreachable from its peers). In both cases, no distinction was made between edges from the similarity graph and edges from the weak graph. Once the required number of nodes or links had been removed from the system, a retrieval agent [5] was introduced into the system at a randomly assigned SWIM node and instructed to perform a complete search of the entire SWIM network. Upon completion of the search, a precision-recall analysis was done to observe the effect of network failures on the retrieval performance.
The random removal of links from the SWIM network was performed by first considering the total number of links in the overall topology and then removing a percentage in 5% increments. In this case, the SWIM realization used four peers for a total of five outgoing links per node (4 peers + 1 weak link). Since the total number of images in the SWIM network was equal to 4281, a total of 21 405 links were available for removal. The precision-recall plots of Figs. 12(a) and 13(a) illustrate the degradation of retrieval performance for two specific queries. As can be seen in all the precision-recall plots, 20 different curves are shown for the 20 different cases of the total number of valid peer links. The best performance is achieved when 100% of the links are valid and the worst performance occurs when only 5% of the links are valid. To remove bias that may have been introduced from inserting the search agent into the SWIM network from a specific node, each curve was averaged over one-thousand iterations where the agent's insertion point was randomly chosen from the set of remaining viable nodes. Since the maximal performance of the retrieval agent is already known, the retrieval data from each successively degraded network was compared to the ideal case in order to create an overall performance degradation curve (see associated (b) plots for Figs. 12 and Fig. 13 ). Because precision-recall plots are parameterized according to the number of retrievals , a Euclidean distance between curves was calculated in achieving these overall degradation curves.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduced and described an indexing and retrieval scheme based on small world theory. This methodology creates the foundation of a distributed image database system that uses agents to insert data and also to perform searching. The underlying mechanism is based on storing similarity information of a given image node and of other nodes which may exist anywhere on a network. This provides a distributed infrastructure that proves to be resilient and tolerant to faults. Since the Small World Indexing Mine treats each image as an independent host in a P2P network it is subject to link failures, experiments were performed to examine the resiliency of SWIM indexed images to problems related to the validity of its internal peer connections. This was performed by randomly invalidating peer links, and then performing agent-based retrievals to determine the system's overall capacity for serving results to a user. The continuous deletion of links resulted in the SWIM network exhibiting a correspondingly graceful degradation of performance. Thus, the SWIM network demonstrates an overall ability to still maintain partial functionality in the presence of component failures. In light of this, it is can be said that the use of the SWIM network for distributed image indexing and retrieval is superior to a centralized approach, which due to its nature, is unable to provide gracefully deteriorating and partial levels of service when one of its components fail. 
